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English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.It looked like the End of Days for mankind.
All human life on Earth had been wiped out. Or so thought the Molodni starship Captain as his
moon-sized craft left Earth s solar system after seeding the planet with a pesticide designed to wipe
out all life with an intelligence above a certain level. He shouldn t have been in such a hurry to go
home. Because there were survivors; widely scattered individuals who recovered from the attack
and who found that they had suffered some rather interesting changes. These survivors who had
each originally thought they were the only one left eventually located each other and discovered
what had been done to them and their planet. They came together, learned to use the changes that
had occurred in them, and ended up teaching the Molodni a lesson. The lesson? We bite back!.
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Reviews
A must buy book if you need to adding benefit. I have go through and that i am sure that i will gonna go through once more yet again down the road. I am
just very happy to let you know that this is basically the best book i have got go through inside my own life and can be he very best book for at any time.
-- Eldridge Reilly
This is basically the very best publication i actually have go through until now. It really is loaded with knowledge and wisdom I realized this publication
from my i and dad encouraged this publication to discover.
-- Bryana Klocko III
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